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 “Imaginative and engaging, Saltzberg’s 
innovative storytelling is the kind of children’s book 
that brings readers back for more. When it comes 
to our kids’ reading, enough is never enough.”
 —John Trischitti III, Texas Library Associa-
tion Librarian of the Year

 “I LOVE this sweet and hilarious book! 
Barney Saltzberg never fails to crack me up!”
 —Peggy Rathmann, Caldecott-winning 
author

 “Enough is Enough is a tender, humorous, 
and wise book that will help children recognize 
their own needs. It guides kids to both pursue 
their own space and learn to share it.”
 —Barbara Bottner, award-winning author 
of Bootsie Barker Bites

Enough is Enough!
By Barney Saltzberg

ISBN:   978-1-939547-42-2
Trim Size: 8” x 8”
Pages:  32
US Price:  $16.99
Format:  Trade Cloth
Ages:  3 to 7
MAY  Full color images throughout
Juvenile Fiction/Humorous Stories

Marketing:
•	 Blog tour
•	 Curriculum Guide
•	 Promotion to parenting press, teachers, librarians
•	 Promotion at major conferences, ALA, NCTE, 

NCSS, NCIBA

Everyone has “enough is enough!” moments.
In Barney Saltzberg’s take on this familiar sibling dynamic, all it takes is some

time, space, and a good book to bring everyone back together again.



        “This unexpected tale will have you grinning 
at the ingenuity of a young girl and her parents 
as they cope with an Internet outage. Nothing is 
what you expect which makes this a joy to read.”
 —T.J. Shay, K-12 music teacher, KidLitTV 
contributor, and International Dot Day founder

       “Some grown-ups have so much screen time 
that they just can’t cope when the wifi goes out. 
Luckily the grown-ups in Manic Panic live with a 
smart kid who loves to read and an adventurous 
grandma who knows how to have fun without the 
internet. Manic Panic is a wry look at the value of 
unplugged family time, even when someone is re-
sistant to the real world. The illustrations add depth 
to the story, helping us to see all the small things 
we can miss when we’re glued to our phones.”
        —Clare Doornbos, Book Passage

The Manic Panic
By Richa Jha, Illustrated by Mithila Ananth

ISBN:   978-1-939547-43-9
Trim Size: 8” x 10”
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How can a family survive when the internet goes down?
Clearly the parents have no solution.

Luckily, their daughter knows exactly what to do!



 “An immigrant, a talent—and America 
itself was changed. The true story of Irving Berlin, 
his songs, and American music. Beautifully, art-
fully done.”
 —Jane Yolen, award-winning author of 
How Do Dinosaurs Say Goodnight

 “Nancy Churnin does a remarkable job of 
condensing Irving Berlin’s long and productive 
life into a narrative that will appeal to children 
and introduce them to one of America’s greatest 
songwriters.”
 —Philip Furia, author of Irving Berlin: A Life 
in Song

ISBN:   978-1-939547-44-6 
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Irving Berlin came to America as a refugee and began singing about his new home. 
From Broadway to “God Bless America,” his music still defines the American spirit!

Irving Berlin:
The Immigrant Boy Who Made America Sing

By Nancy Churnin, Illustrated by James Rey Sanchez



 “A raw, heart-wrenching story about all 
kinds of pretty in life. You won’t be able to put it 
down until the very last page.” 
 —Alison Gervais, author of In 27 Days

       “Raw and unforgettable. What combination of 
love, bravery, and cowardice keeps Andrea walk-
ing this harsh path alone? It’s impossible not to 
root for her. I loved being inside of this book!”
 —Ann Seaton, Northern California 
Independent Booksellers Association

 “This portrayal of a smart, motivated teen 
who lives in an ugly, violent world feels so real 
that it is a terrifying, heartbreaking read. I felt 
invested in and cared about what happened to 
Andrea and her friends. Other readers will, as well.”
 —Stephanie Bange, Children’s Literature 
Consultant

ISBN:   978-1-939547-48-4
Trim Size: 5.5” x 7.5”
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Marketing:
•	 Blog tour
•	 Curriculum Guide
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When things with her mom’s boyfriend take a darker turn than she can bear,
Andrea devises a plan to save herself.  But freedom may cost her everything —

and everyone — she cares about…

All Out of Pretty
By Ingrid Palmer

       “An amazing read, full of heart and nail-biting 
suspense! Andrea’s a smart, tough 16 year-old, 
but can she survive her mom’s dangerous, drug-
filled world? This book had me on the edge of my 
seat until the very last word.”
 —Jane Bramly, Hicklebee’s Children’s Books

“ The problem with
 being pretty
 is people tend to
 notice you.”
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